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the neW star in the app-store

swiss design team combines the augmented reality sky View function 
with the 3D World Clock in it’s new update.

The recent Webby-Award winner Cosmic-Watch has released their update for iOS and 
Android. New: Users can view the sky in augmented reality and see stars and planetary 
constellations in real time. Notifications now also include the current phases of the 
moon and the sun and the main celestial events. Just enter your birthday or dare to look 
into future star alignments!

«more valuable and more beautiful than a rolex»
Amateur-Astronomers and Stargazers have long since discovered the Cosmic-Watch. 
The latest update is now also drawing the attention of design lovers, watch-freaks, 
and science fiction fans. The Cosmic watch has already been downloaded over 30’000 
times and has been given top reviews ranging from «more beautiful than a Rolex» to 
«visual meditation» to «best learning tool ever». Publications such as the New York 
Times, Wired and Techradar have reviewed and mentioned the app several times. It has 
also received several awards such as:

 -  Webby Award: «Best educational App 2018»
 -  Wired & Techradar: «Best iPhone and iPad Apps 2017»
 -  AASL: «Best Apps for teaching and learning 2017»
 -  NY Times and know your mobile: «Best iPhone and iPad Apps 2016»



Looking at your watch and forgetting time
In this update, the team successfully combined the newest interactive functions 
with intuitive handling and state of the art design. «Today a glance at your watch 
is associated with deadlines, responsibilities and stress. We want people to be 
reacquainted with a state of wonderment and relaxation, when they look at their 
watches - and at the same time understand the role that time plays in our universe» – 
the designers of the app. Especially children and teenagers can gain a fascination for 
time and space through the app. The Cosmic-Watch has achieved a presentation that is 
worth taking a moment to enjoy.

a development that moves the World 
The Cosmic-Watch was developed by the Designer Eduardo Santana, and the 
innovations and marketing specialist Markus Humbel. The Swiss duo is united by 
friendship and a common fascination for the relationships between the earth, time 
and space. Together with the programmer Reto Spörri and a Passionate team they 
developed the Cosmic-Watch into a marketable product that literally, moves the world.

Would you like to have a promo code? 
Just send an email to markus@cosmic-watch.com and let us know if you have an  
Android or an iOS device.

any other questions?
Markus Humbel will gladly address them:
markus@cosmic-watch.com 
+41 (0) 79 249 31 22

See our Press Kit for more images: https://cosmic-watch.com/press/

Celestial Dynamics 2019
www.cosmic-watch.com

DoWnLoaD Links

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cosmic_watch.cosmicwatch 

https://itunes.apple.com/ch/app/cosmic-watch/id971231853?mt=8
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